Annual Report 2015-16
91 Events |1300+ Volunteers | 1700 Volunteering Hours

How it all started
A group of professionals
and friends working in
different companies were
volunteering for various
social causes in spite of
their busy schedules.
They realized that there
are many likeminded
people with a will to do
good for their community,
but do not have access to
the right channel or
information on how to
make a difference with
their
small
acts of
kindness. In simple words
how they can effectively
volunteer.
On the other hand, there
are NGOs that needed
volunteers to help them
with execution of various

social events. However,
they did not have a way to
reach out to volunteers
who are willing to
contribute their time and
efforts for a cause that’s
close to their hearts.
We
also
have
the
corporate that want to
help the community they
operated in through their
CSR programs to improve
the quality of life of the
underprivileged section.
These companies are
facing challenges finding
genuine and needy NGOs
to partner with. They also
want to engage their
employees in meaningful
volunteering activities and
projects.
To bridge this gap and link

BV Inauguration Event
The inauguration event
nd
was held on 22 March,
2015 at Garware College.
100+
volunteers
participated in this event.
The entire atmosphere
was
electric
and
everyone was excited to

see the official launch of
http://www.beingvolunteer.org

portal and mobile app; a
technology platform for
the
collaboration
of
volunteers, NGOs and
corporate.

Inside this issue:
these 3 entities –
Volunteers, NGOs and
Corporate,
“Being
Volunteer” were formally
nd
launched on 22 March,
2015.
We are delighted to bring
you our first annual
report.
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Mar 2015 – June 2015
Sinhagad Swachata Abhiyan
We started the year with a cleanliness
drive at Fort Sinhagad in Mar, 2015.
Volunteers gathered early morning at
Sinhagad for dry and plastic waste
collection. It was a fruitful event as we
collected more than 4 large bags full
of plastic garbage thrown around by
the
tourists.
Volunteers
also
conducted awareness sessions with
groups of citizens to emphasise the
importance of cleanliness, impact of
throwing plastic waste and re-using
water bottles etc. All the volunteers
enjoyed the early morning trek too.
This drive was again conducted in the

Summer Camp at Gharte

month of April.

Both the cleanliness drives were eye
openers for local shopkeepers who
were amazed to see the plastic waste
collected by the volunteers. Some of
them started putting garbage bins to
collect the plastic bottles; which was a
plus.

More than 50 volunteers from
Cognizant engaged in a day long camp
at Gharte; a shelter home for children
at Pune. Various activities such as art
& craft, career counselling, improving
communication skills and also fun
games were conducted by the
enthusiastic volunteers. The children
were very happy.
Volunteers put in a lot of efforts to
engage the students with a variety of
activities.

Yoga Day Celebrations
‘Art of Living’ and ‘Chatushrungi
Devasthan’ organized ‘Yoga for
Happiness’ session. Participants learnt
the importance of this ancient Indian
practice that can bring mental peace
and relaxation.

Second event was ‘Yoga for Young
India’ at Saraswati Vidya Mandir.
Yoga sessions were conducted for 5
days for 1 hour each. Volunteers from
‘Art of Living’ conducted the sessions
for
50+
students.
Volunteers do not necessarily
have the TIME; they just have the
HEART.

Swachata Abhiyan with IBM

Volunteer Registration Drive

BV conducted cleanliness drive at
Dange chowk with the help of
volunteers from IBM, Pune. This was
our support to the nationwide
campaign of Swachha Bharat started
by Hon. PM Narendra Modi.

BV conducted volunteer registration
drive at Cisco, Pune. Various activities
done by BV were displayed at the
kiosk and new volunteer registrations
were taken.
More than 25 Cisco employees
showed interest and registered as BV
volunteers.

Volunteers are paid in 6 figures…
S-M-I-L-E-S
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July – Oct 2015
Walk it out, Talk it out!

Sinhagad Swachata Abhiyan

Tree Plantation Drive

BV collaborated with the social group
‘Walk it out, talk it out!’ promoting
walking, and runs this campaign for
good health and stress management.
Neha Yewle, founder of this group,
says that walking can help us relieve
all the stress. 30+ volunteers joined
for this cause.

Cleanliness
drive
at
Sinhagad
continued. With one more event in
Aug where more than 30 volunteers
participated actively and collected 10
bags of plastic waste.

Under our environmental initiatives,
we have tied up with ‘Green-Hills’
NGO that does tree plantations on
hills in and around Pune. Trees are not
just planted but nurtured and tracked
using GPS. 500+ trees have been
planted during this time.

Tribal Hostel Infrastructure Upgrade
‘Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram’ (VKA) runs
children hostels in tribal areas all
across India. BV has adopted one such
hostel in Jambhivali near Karjat. 35
students stay in this hostel and go to a
nearby school.
The hostel did not have basic facilities
like clean drinking water, first aid kits,
sports equipments etc.

These upgraded facilities have
motivated students to do better
in their studies. Now they can
focus on their academics rather
than worrying about clean water
and lights.

provided a water purifier, emergency
lights, sports equipments, a library,
internet facility and a faculty for
computer literacy.

We make a living by what we get, We
make a life by what we give.

With
support
from
‘Texas
Instruments’, BV upgraded the
infrastructure at the hostel and

Sinhagad Swachata Abhiyan
In continuation of our earlier
cleanliness drives, we organized COEP
student
camp.
60+
students
participated in the drive and collected
30+ bags of plastic waste. We also
sensitized the students on the adverse
effects of the plastic waste on the
planet and the importance of reduce,
reuse and recycling. All students took
a pledge that they will reduce use of
plastic bottles and will not throw the
garbage in the open.

It was a highly successful event and Book Katta
appreciated by the college authorities. This is a unique initiative where
volunteers meet once a month and
share their notes about books they
have been reading. With the
nominal fees collected, new books
are bought and shared within the
group.

.
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Nov 2015 – Mar
Solar Village Development
2016
A survey was conducted in Javhar
taluka in association with ‘Altra-Sorz’
green technologies. All these areas
have erratic power supply and
frequent load shedding. Long term
goal of this initiative is to convert all
the electrical appliances to solar
powered.

Skill Development at Gurukulam
This residential school for tribal
children in Chinchwad has a computer
lab so few of our volunteers led by
Shweta decided to train the children
in MS paint so that they can learn
application like Photoshop easily in
future.

Joy of Giving Week

Sinhagad Swachata Abhiyan

During JYGW, BV collected used
clothes, stationery and food grains.
About 30 bags of this material were
collected by volunteers. This material
was donated to needy students in
Gurkulam tribal school at Chinchwad.

Sinhagad cleaning drive #6 was held
along with 17 employees of IDEA. The
volunteers collected and recycled 5+
bags of plastic waste from Sinhagad.
This drive was done in the evening as
opposed to the earlier morning drives.

Talk with college students

No act of kindness,
No matter how small,

BV conducted workshops for
college students to increase social
awareness
and
encourage
volunteering and give back to the
less
privileged.
About
10
volunteers supported these talks
at Wadia CoE, Modern and MMCC
colleges. 500+ students have
attended.

Is ever wasted.

The training sessions were held for 2
hours every Saturday for 4 weeks.
Volunteers were very surprised to see
the grasping ability of these children
and their inherent talent for drawing.
Overall 6 volunteers participated in
this training program and we plan to
repeat focussed teaching activities for
children next year.

Old newspaper collection

Computer Lab and Library Setup
BV set up a computer lab and a library
at village Mehenduri in Akole Taluka
near Ahmednagar. 8 volunteers
participated in this activity. 10
computers and 1000 books have been
provided as part of this drive. 200+
students will be benefited as they will
be able to learn basics of computers
and read these books to expand their
knowledge about many topics and
subjects which are outside of their
syllabus. Students from rural
communities do not have easy access
to these facilities.

One more computer lab was setup in
Deulgaon village in Shrigonda Taluka.

Under this initiative, BV collects old
newspapers from housing societies
and sponsors children’s education
with the amount raised by selling
these news papers.
Program is called “Sponsor a Child.

.
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Volunteer Speaks
“Associating with Being Volunteer is a great self-realization, more than anything else. I
could learn so much in the company of diverse set of people and also learn about myself,
what drives me and what is the ultimate. Now I cannot imagine my life without what I
do with Being Volunteer. It’s a great joy being a volunteer with 'Being Volunteer'.”
- Shantanu Kulkarni (IT Professional)
“ I lead the Skill set development program for underprivileged students in Gurukulam.
Looking at their creating instincts, we trained them in MS Paint. Program ran for six
months with a weekly session of 3 hours. I felt really honored to teach these students. It
gave me a very good experience as a teacher. I will always like to grab this kind of
opportunity in future as well and keep on volunteering”
- Shweta Suryawanshi (Homemaker)
"Very happy to be associated with BV. I have experienced "joy of giving" through this
organization. It's also a kind of relaxation for me out of busy schedules. Self Motivated
team of volunteers gives extra energy to me. Thanks BV for all this."
-

Vaibhav Ghatpande (Entrepreneur)

“I feel proud to be part of BV and gives me immense pleasure and peace of mind
in associating with BV. From inception to what it has achieved today is highly
remarkable and looking forward to see BV one of the most socially impactful
NGO. Thanks bv team for making me a part of it”
-

Sameer Alurkar (Entrepreneur)

"Thank you BV for volunteering opportunities which is always energy refilling package
for me, it refreshes me and gives full energy to complete my other responsibilities
including job. The best point about BV is varieties of volunteering opportunities starting
from environment to education so I never feel to plan separate outing for my family.
-

Ayyaj Sayyad (IT Professional)

"BV is a group of like-minded and young energetic Volunteers whose motto is
Selfless Service. We derive strength from each other for achieving a bigger
objective of helping society in our own ways. I always look forward to see more
n more volunteers in our fold. Wishing all the best to BV team"
-

Navneet Surana (IT Professional)
`
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Volunteer Speaks
“BV offers unique platform where I could work as a volunteer for BV and also work with
other NGOs as well. I appreciate BV for leveraging technical platform for noble cause.
Sponsor a child program is a big success and gave immense satisfaction. I'm really
looking forward to actively participate in such activities.”
-

Manisha Ghatpande (IT Professional)

Nothing can give more happiness than seeing smiles on the faces of less privileged and
less fortunate than us. Whatever different projects BV executed in this short span are
commendable and it started attracting many volunteers towards this noble cause.
Really feels great to see BV growing and keep up the momentum!!
-

Bhanudas Abhale (IT Professional)
`

CSR Projects
Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram – Project Snapshot
Sponsored By

Texas Instruments, Pune and a few individual donors

Field Level Partner

Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram (VKA), Jambhivale Village, Karjat

Objective

Infrastructure Upgrade

About NGO

VKA provides hostel facilities for tribal children all over India. These children
typically live in very remote parts of the villages and hence schools are not
easily accessible. Some of them will have to travel 4-5 Km daily and even cross
rivers & mountains to reach the school. To ensure that these children do not
drop out of school due to this tough daily commute, VKA brings them to the
hostel and provides them with free shelter, food and school stationery.

Project Cost

~2 Lakhs (3000 USD)

No. of beneficiaries

35 (current hostel capacity)

Duration

Sep 2015 - Jan 2016

Scope of Project

Under this project, infrastructure of the hostel has been upgraded by setting
up a RO water purifier, a comprehensive book library, sports equipments,
safety net for the well, emergency lights and first aid kits. Internet facility and
a computer teacher have also been sponsored for one year who will train the
students in basic functioning of the computers. This was a collaborative effort
of Texas Instruments, Akshar Bharati and BV.

Volunteering Activities

Entire project implementation was done with the help of volunteers from
Texas Instruments & BV. BV also organized an entire day of fun activities
where 38 volunteers participated at this hostel. Students had gala time
playing kabaddi match and dahi-handi with the volunteers.
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CSR Projects
Persistent Foundation – Computer Donation
Sponsored By

Persistent Foundation, Pune

Objective

Setup computer labs in schools and empower students with digital literacy

No. of CPUs

100

No. of Laptops

50

No. of Schools

7

No. of beneficiaries

1000+

Duration

Apr 2015 - Mar 2016

Scope of Project

Used CPUs donated by Persistent Foundation have been given to needy
schools and NGOs in Pune where computer labs have been set up. BV
sponsored the monitors, keyboards & mouse. Schools provided room for
computer lab with basic furniture like tables and chairs. Thus, with
collaborative efforts of Persistent Foundation and BV, 7 computer labs have
been set up.

Volunteering Activities

Entire project implementation was done with the help of volunteers. This
included transport of desktops to schools, setting up of the hardware &
software and basic training of school faculties on the computers.

Action Plan 2016-17
Promote Volunteering
CSR Project Execution

BV will continue to provide
variety of volunteering
opportunities across education, BV has planned to execute
unique CSR initiatives under
environment and other
Renewable Energy, education
thematic areas.
BV will continue to work closely and environment sectors
with the NGO partners that also through their field level
partners.
use BV internet portal to
publish their social events.

Technology Platform Upgrade
Currently, 1000+ volunteers and
100+ NGOs are using the BV
internet portal.

We plan to upgrade the portal
with many new innovative
Our philosophy is to collaborate
features to enhance the
with the NGOs working at grass
collabration of NGOs,
root level in the respective
volunteers and CSRs.
sectors and the CSRs.

